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Gettting a bird
d’s eyee view
w
Taking a bird’s eye view
v
is part bird
b and partt view, says,, S.Ananthannarayanan.
A bird’s eye view iss getting a laarge picture in one fram
me. Its also being
b
able to make out what
you see. Remote senssing satellitees do just thaat, from highh up and withh special opttics.
Satellite orbits
O kind thhat sees all parts
p
of the earth time the
t satellite goes
There are two kindss of orbits. One
round and the other kind
k
where the satellite stays
s
above the
t same plaace all the tim
me.

In the first kind, thhe satellite orbits
o
in a
north-ssouth directiion, or in a plane
p
that
containns the axis of
o the earth’ss rotation,
like inn the first picture. While
W
the
satellitte goes arouund, north-ssouth, the
earth rotates,
r
west-east and the satellite
must find
f
itself continuously
c
y passing
over a different plaaces on the earth.
e
This kiind of satellite is usuallyy made to
move fast,
f
so that it covers alll areas of
the earrth during thhese 12 houurs that it
takes the
t earth to make
m
a halff rotation..
A fastt moving satellite
s
neeeds to be
close to the eartth, where gravity
g
is
strong enough to hold it in place.
p
The
orbits of ‘polar saatellites’, as this kind
are callled, are heence just 5000 to 800
kilomeetres above the
t ground and these
satellittes take pictuures of great clarity.

The otheer kind, the ‘geostationaary satellite’ orbits the earth
e
along the equator and at the same
speed as the earth’s rotation. This happenss only at a particular
p
heeight above the earth, about
a
36,000 kilometers, an
nd that is whhere all the ‘geostsats’ arre found.

Thee satellite is
firsst launched so
thaat it is neaarly
‘geeostationary’’
andd then allow
wed
to drift till itt is
oveer the part of
thee earth wheree it
is required. At
thiss spot its speeed
is adjusted
a
so tthat
it becomes trruly
‘fixxed’ and ccan
perrform
its
funnction
The funcctions
Geostatioonary satelliites are like antennas thhat cover vaast territoriess or like lighht houses viisible
from greaat distances.. They are heence mostly used for com
mmunicationns and naviggation. They have
arrangem
ments to receeive radio siignals from many places below them and then to send them
m on
again oveer a wide areea. Geostats have revoluutionized teleevision coveerage, telephhony and bussiness
communiications

Polar sattellites are at low altituudes and caapture pictuures in goodd detail. Theese are used for
imaging - topograph
hy, vegetatioon, rock, sannd or water body
b
formattions, roads and city layyouts,
salinity or
o temperatu
ure distributtion of seaw
water, even movement
m
o shoals forr fish! Oveer the
of
several passes
p
that a polar satelliite makes, it can collect a number off pictures of spots in a clluster
and then sew the picttures togetheer to producee a detailed map.
m

The sensors in the satellite cameras are sensitive to different kinds of light, from the visible to
infra-red to microwaves. Depending on how different media reflect or absorb the different
wavelengths of light, it is possible to detect and measure different qualities, an important one
being moisture content. Using this property, for instance, the satellite can identify different kinds
of vegetation, kinds of soil, even cracks in rock formations, as soil tends to collect and trap
moisture in cracks.
The sensors
The sensors most frequently used are the ‘Charged Coupled Device’ or CCD cameras. Here, the
visible light or the infra red is collected in lenses and focused on the CCD array. This consists of
tiny cells that respond with electric current when the light or Infra red strikes them. These tiny
electric currents are measured and transmitted as digital signals to the earth stations or to on
board computers. Computers, usually in earth stations, process the data pouring in and can not
only present images but can present different aspects of the data to different classes of users.

